1. Introduction. Throughout this paper, % denotes a separable Hilbert space and %(%) is the algebra of all bounded linear operators on %. For any subalgebra éE of S>(%), let lat éE denote the lattice of orthogonal projections P invariant for éE. That is, P^ AP = 0 for all A in éE, where P±= I -P. &is said to be reflexive if every operator B satisfying Px BP = 0 for all P in lat éE belongs to 6E.
Let éE be a reflexive algebra and T an arbitrary operator in <$(3C). It is easy to see that (1) dist(r,éB)> sup \\P±TP\\.
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Arveson [1] proved that if §, is a nest algebra, then equality actually occurs in (1).
Davidson [3] has referred to Choi's example which shows that equality fails to hold even if % is finite dimensional and éE is a m.a.s.a. He asked: if éE is reflexive and lat éE is commutative, then is there a constant C such that
In this paper, we shall prove that (2) holds (with C = 2) if éE is a von Neumann algebra such that either éE or éE' is abelian. Note that if éE' is commutative, then so is lat éE. Also if éE is a weakly closed uni tal algebra of normal operators, then (2) holds with C = 3.
In [5] , Johnson conjectured that for a von Neumann algebra éE there is a positive constant K such that for all T in %(%),
where Ar is the derivation Ar(S) = ST -TS. Christensen [2] proved that (3) holds for a very large class of von Neumann algebras. We will show that (2) and (3) are equivalent.
2. Distance estimates and derivations. Proof. Let 8 -suppg^gllP-1-77* Ii. Let G be the group of unitaries generated by {2P -I: P E lat éE}. Then for every element U in G, \\UT -TU §< 28, whence Il T -U'XTU\\ < 25. Since G is abelian, it has an invariant mean m. Let f(U) = U~lTU, and define T0 = m(f) following the method of [6] . Since T0 is in the weakly closed convex hull of {U~lTU: U E G), we have II7 -T0|| < 28. But the invariance of m shows that T0 belongs to G' = (éE')' = éE. Thus dist(T, éE) « 25. D Proof. There is a finite rank operator A such that <¡>(T) = ti(AT) for all T in %(%). It suffices to find an orthonormal basis {/} f or % such that (Af, /■) = 0 for all i; For then, we take our m.a.s.a. to be all operators which are diagonal with respect to this basis. Proof. We will prove the nontrivial inequality dist(7, éE) > supdist(7, 911). Let 5 denote the right-hand side of (4), and fix e > 0. For each m.a.s.a. 911 containing éE, choose 7^ in 91L with II7 -7^11 < 5 + e. Let % denote the weak operator closed convex hull of {7^}. If % were disjoint from éE, then by the Hahn-Banach theorem, there is a weak operator continuous linear functional r> on <$>(%) which annihilates éE but is nonzero on all of %. But by Lemma 3.3, there is a m.a.s.a. 9H0 containing éE in the kernel of </>. In particular, ^(7^ ) = 0 which is a contradiction. Hence % meets éE. Let A belong to the intersection % n éE. Then 117 -A11 < 5 + e. Since e was arbitrary, dist (7, We conclude this section with a distance estimate for (possibly non-self-adjoint) algebras of normal operators. It is well known that every bounded derivation from & into CS>(%) can be extended to an (inner) derivation of <$>(%). Here we give a slight strengthening of this using a technique developed in [1] and [3] . Thus, for every projection 7 in £", 7e7 -P7e = A7. By Lemma 3.1, dist(7e, £') < 2 sup ||7E7 -PTt\\ < 2 sup ||A7|| < lit.
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Choose an ^e in £' with ||7e -^e|| *£ 2M + \/n. Set S£ = 7e -j4g Then 5e7 -PSt -AP for every 7 in £".
Since all finite subsets of 6* with sum 7 form a directed set and the ball of radius 2M + 1 is weakly compact, the net {S£} has a limit point 7 Clearly, ||7|| < 2M and TP-PT = AP for all 7 in <3>.
It has come to our attention that Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 3.1 have been proven independently by Gilfeather and Larson [4] , using similar methods.
Added in proof. The author is greatly indebted to the referee for many improvements made on the manuscript.
